Training Vendor Management Software
powered by Enterprise Study

The Best kept secret in HR Technology
Do you have numerous suppliers of training? Does your LMS fall short when managing public
bookings and training vendors? Can you guarantee your employees are always booking through
your preferred vendors? Is reporting on training spend as simple as a press of a button?
External training is costly and for many
organisations the spend is difficult to control.
Enterprise Study’s LearningNetwork helps
organisations save time, money and resources by
providing a unique online training portal that takes
the hard work out of public course bookings.

HR technology. £5million + worth of training
has been procured through the power of the
LearningNetwork platform and with customers
taking advantage of £650k of negotiated discounts.

Working with over 60+ training vendors within the
UK and Europe LearningNetwork incorporates
market leading vendors such as QA, Global
Knowledge, Hemsley Fraser, SAS, ILX, Kaplan,
Learning Tree, Pluralsight, Skillsoft, British Red
Cross, St John Ambulance and many more.

How does it work? By providing a consolidated view
of course offerings from approved vendors, and a
centralised self-service booking process to procure
from them. Courses are self-served through an
automated procurement channel that supports
your internal authorisation process and represents
the payment, cancellation and discount terms that
you’ve agreed with each of your preferred suppliers.

Used by Central and Wider Public Sector,
multinationals such as CGI and Sopra Steria,
LearningNetwork is the best kept secret in

LearningNetwork can be used as part of the
Enterprise Study LMS suite, or connected to an
incumbent LMS.

For more information call 01242 254 254
or email shona.fletcher@enterprisestudy.com

Why use LearningNetwork?
It is tried and tested.
LearningNetwork is used
by over 25,000 public
sector and corporate
users, is safe and secure.
Over 60 of the UK’s
largest training suppliers
on the network. New
suppliers are added
regularly as customers
demand them.
Take control of external
training spend, reduce
non-approved spend
or payment methods
and negotiate better
terms with vendors. One
customer saved over
£100k by taking control
of their spending using
LearningNetwork.
Quality control your
training vendors using
LearningNetwork
automated course
evaluation. If the quality of
a vendor drops below par
simply switch to another
at the click of a button.
LearningNetwork
enhances your LMS,
ensuring a full-stack
solution within your
learning eco-system.
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